
 
Quarterly Significant Issues Report 
Period 4: October 1 – December 31, 2014 
Compiled by John Voket , Director of Public Affairs – Connoisseur Media CT 
 
This quarterly significant issues report reflects concerns facing our local communities, and details how our 'Talk Of Connecticut' 

radio stations are responding through weekly syndicated and public affairs programming, news reports, PSAs and streaming 
content. Our award-winning one-hour public affairs program, ‘For The People’  is locally produced by Public Affairs Director John 
Voket, and features as many as three extended focus segments with several local PSAs included as breaks.  
 
The locally produced Brad Davis show has been serving state residents since 1977 on WDRC and The TALK of Connecticut 

stations, providing news, sports, traffic every 15 minutes, and updates from the National Weather Service. The program airs 
weekdays from 6 - 10 am and features a minimum or 10 minutes of local coverage daily. A synopsis of Brad Davis' localized daily 
subject matter covered this quarter is attached to our report. 
 
Additional programming on the 'Talk of Connecticut Stations includes: 
Mid – 5a Overnight America with Jon Grayson - Every weeknight Jon takes calls on the issues of the day and visits with celebrity 

guests.  
5a-6a Wall Street Journal This Moring - The Wall Street Journal This Morning with host Gordon Deal and news anchor Gina 

Cervetti go beyond the headlines with the day's first look at news and business news from the U.S. and around the world. 
6am – 10a Brad Davis (LOCAL) 
10a-Noon Brian Kilmeade - Hosted by Brian Kilmeade, this program offers his take on top stories of the day, with news makers and 

guest experts offering insight and perspective, along with segments featuring personalities of Fox News Channel and Fox Business 
Network. 
Noon – 3p Dave Ramsey - For more than 20 years, Dave has shared practical answers for life's tough money questions. 
3p-6p Michael Savage - Savage's program showcases his passion to unearth the truth about liberalism, borders, language and 

culture, and his stand for America’s families. 
6p-9p Jerry Doyle Show - Listeners enjoy Doyle's anecdotal humor, satirical observations and well-rounded social commentary. His 

ability to choose compelling topics provokes lively conversations on the issues of the day. 
9pm – Mid Mark Levin - Mark Levin is a conservative commentator and constitutional lawyer who has served as an advisor to 

several members of President Ronald Reagan's cabinet, and as Chief of Staff to the U.S. Attorney General..  
  
Additional weekend programming includes: Intelligent Medicine with Dr Ronald Hoffman; Paul / Dan or Terzi (LOCAL); Watchdog 

on Wall Street; Car Doctors; Hollywood 360; Pet Talk; Garden Club; Anthony Vultaggio; and Money Talk. 
 
Connoisseur Media's Connecticut Director of Public Affairs interacts regularly with residents, representatives of local, regional and 

nation organizations, as well as visiting political and community leaders to help ascertain issues and initiatives relevant to listeners. 
These sources help qualify programming decisions and identify guests attempting to understand, explain and/or address these 
concerns. The producer also monitors daily news reports to stay informed, and to respond quickly when an incident or issue impacts 
one or more communities in our region, requiring expanded focus beyond what has been reported as a news item.  
 

This quarter, our programs promoted MADD and new legislation the agency supported strengthening the state's drunk 
driving laws; a statewide environmental scorecard rating lawmakers on their voting records related to environmental 
issues; a new state hotline created by young people for young people who may be developing crisis or mental health 
concerns; a pre-Election Day conversation with Connecticut's Secretary of the State about new on-line voter registration 
and other developing election news; agencies responding to both holiday and maternal depression; the 2015 ConnPIRG 
dangerous toys report; and CT BBB with tips on the top holiday scams plaguing consumers. 
 
 
Continued- 



Our program occasionally features a series or “special report” - extended focus on a particular theme, or multi-faceted 
coverage on more broad or complicated issues. Our specials and series have focused on mitigating Connecticut's escalating 
teen traffic fatalities; a controversial cannabis derivative advocates hope to bring to Connecticut to help treat intractable 
epilepsy; innovative workforce development; stigmas facing individuals with disabilities or mental health issues; water 
preservation and conservation; seasonal scams and consumer tips; even a frank discussion about concussion prevention 
and treatment following several high profile deaths and injuries among Connecticut youth and college athletes. 
 
‘For the People’ airs Sunday from 7-8 am, and each program is available after broadcast as a podcast on several 
Connecticut Connoisseur websites. Two to four local PSAs are aired during each program promoting numerous causes, 
agencies, charities or programs serving our listeners. Additional PSAs are produced and aired during available slots 
throughout the program day. 
 
This quarter, our PSA program included:  

● Connecticut Money School 
● Family Services of Greater Waterbury 
● The Connecticut Insurance Premium Assistance Program 
● Junior Achievement  
● The Women's Center 
● Flu Shots / Infoline 2-1-1 

Thirty-second  TRAFFIC  reports on The Talk of Connecticut stations air four times hourly weekday mornings between 5:30 
– 9am and twice hourly on weekday afternoons between 3 – 7pm. Reports of significant traffic events are made at other 
times when deemed appropriate by management or on-air staff.  
 
Our radio stations’ public outreach and support of many smaller neighborhood causes or ‘boutique’ charities serving our 
communities - as well as agencies and nonprofits that are strongly supported by our promotional and commercial clients - are 
often promoted on Connoisseur’s CTBoom.com website.  
 
*Each program segment listed below designates its related area(s) of coverage; length of the segment; and time the 
segment aired. The public affairs director makes every effort to ensure each significant issue is addressed during at least 
one program each quarter. The extended nature of our program presents opportunities where more than one significant 
issue or area of coverage might be addressed. And since ‘For the People’ is syndicated across eight stations, subject 
matter often contains statewide or regional versus community-specific impact.  
 

In 2014, For The People is focusing on the following areas of coverage: 
Economy / Workforce / Consumer (*EWC) – reporting locally on initiatives, agencies or programs affecting local, 
state, national and/or global economic conditions; economic and workforce development; or programs directed to 
consumer education / protection. 
Education (*ED) – responding to education-related issues, programs or concerns facing the state or its communities.  
Environment (*ENV)– focusing on issues, local agencies or initiatives that may impact, protect, sustain and/or enhance 
our local, state or global environment and agricultural interests. 
Health / Human Services (*HHS) – examining public health concerns; legislation; volunteer, grassroots, local, state or 
national agencies; organizations supporting particular health causes or health education. 
Public Safety (*PS) – highlighting issues specifically tied to public safety or security 
Youth / Aging / Veterans (*YAV) – promoting programs, legislation, local or regional issues involving three critical 
populations – birth to age 18, those over age 55, and veterans. 

 
As always, and on behalf of everyone at Connoisseur Media, we are proud of the efforts and energy each member of our 
staff contribute both through our company and on their own to their communities, our listeners and the many towns and 
cities we serve here in Connecticut. Please review our public affairs coverage below as evidence. 
 
John Voket Director of Public Affairs 
440 Wheelers Farms Rd, Suite 302 
Milford, CT 06461 
p 203-783-8285 | c 203-509-2246 
john.voket@ConnoisseurCT.com 
WPLR / WEZN / WFOX / WDRC AM-FM / WWCO / WMMW / WSNG 

 



Quarterly Significant Issues Report 
Period 4: October 1 – December 31, 2014 

Area(s) 
of 

Coverage 
Guest Response to Community, Regional or Statewide Issue 

Air Date, 
Time & 

Duration 

PS 
Mothers 
Against Drunk 
Driving 

Is anything being done to close loopholes in Connecticut's drunk driving 
laws?  
Out visit with Mothers Against Drunk Driving welcomed a couple of individuals 
who became supporters of MADD after drunk driving tragedies hit home in 
their families. We heard about the roles each guest played in helping inspire 
new strengthened DUI laws, and promoted the agency's Walk Like MADD 
including a brand new walk coming to Fairfield County in October. 

10-05-14 
7:02am 

16m 

EWC 

Greater 
Waterbury 
Chamber - 
32nd 
Business 
Women’s 
Forum 

Where can women business professionals access networking opportunities 
and continuing professional development? 
Our segment promoting this year's 32nd annual Business Women’s Forum 
also provided an opportunity for the Greater Waterbury Chamber of 
Commerce to showcase a number of regional economic development 
happenings, while soliciting attendance for the annual event geared toward 
women entrepreneurs, business owners and professionals. 

10-05-14 
7:19am 

20m 

HHS 
Easter Seals 
Goodwill 
Industries 

How does the donation of clothes and household items to agencies like 
Goodwill benefit the state's disabled workforce? 
Our visit with Easter Seals Goodwill Industries revealed many opportunities for 
empowerment for Connecticut's developmentally disabled. We helped the 
agency launch its One Million Pound Challenge that aimed to help listeners 
find a place for a million pounds of household items, furnishings and clothes 
while providing increased donations for local Goodwill stores and added job 
opportunities for the agency's workforce. 

10-05-14 
7:42am 

16m 

HHS 

Center for 
Cancer Care 
at Griffin 
Hospital 

Are any area hospitals offering new or developing therapies to assist with 
cancer recovery? 
We hosted a panel talking about the latest developments and successes 
involving physical therapy in cancer recovery at the Center for Cancer Care at 
Griffin Hospital, and invited listeners to to support the cause at the Center's 
upcoming benefit walk and run. 

10-12-14 
7:02am 

16m 

EWC 
Turning 
PointCT.org 

Where can Connecticut's young people with mental health issues turn for 
resources geared to their age range? 
We replayed a segment featuring turningpointct.org, a resource site developed 
for Connecticut's young people by Connecticut's young people supporting 
thousands of peers in the state dealing with mental health issues. The 
program's goal is to help teens learn about treatment models, local community 
supports, and state and national resources for depression, anxiety, self-harm, 
thoughts of suicide, addiction, mood swings, eating disorders, substance 
abuse, or any form of emotional distress or mental illness. 

10-12-14 
7:19am 

20m 

YAV Shatterproof 

Are there any agencies devoting energy toward continuing to battle the 
stigma faced by individuals in recovery? 
This segment introduced Shatterproof - a brand new state based nonprofit 
committed to protecting our children from addiction to alcohol or other drugs - 
and ending the stigma and suffering of those affected by addiction. The 
nonprofit provides information and resources for those living with addiction and 
their families, enabling powerful new evidence-based approaches to 
prevention, treatment and recovery, and taking the issue to the steps of 
Capitol Hill. 

10-12-14 
7:42am 

16m 

HHS 
The Kennedy 
Center 

What types of services are available to loved ones caring for 
developmentally disabled individuals in Connecticut? 

10-19-14 
7:02am 



We welcomed back The Kennedy Center to update listeners on how this 
private, community-based rehabilitation organization is responding throughout 
much of the state supporting the needs of persons with disabilities with 
innovative, comprehensive community services from birth to senior years. We 
also helped promote the Kennedy Center's 50th Anniversary Four Seasons 
Ball. 

16m 

ENV 
CT League of 
Conservation 
Voters 

Who is keeping tabs on how Connecticut's elected leaders are doing 
regarding environmental legislation? 
We welcomed back the Connecticut League of Conservation Voters (CTLCV) 
a bipartisan, statewide, nonprofit organization dedicated to protecting 
Connecticut's environment by making it a priority for elected leaders. We 
focused on a number of high points of the league's 2014 Environmental 
Scorecard, which tracks and rates state legislators on how much they support, 
or don't support environmental proposals. 

10-19-14 
7:19am 

20m 

YAV 
New England 
Young at 
Heart 

Are there any web-based sites specifically geared to Connecticut seniors? 
We were proud to introduce New England Young at Heart - an online 
community and resource center for aging adults who want to live a healthy and 
inspired life. We also helped Young at Heart attract seniors to its first on-line 
webinar w Dr Bernie Seigel. 

10-19-14 
7:42am 

16m 

HHS 
 

Connecticut’s 
Healthcare 
Advocate 

Is there somewhere state residents can turn for help if they are having 
problems with health care providers or insurers? 
This segment introduced Connecticut’s Healthcare Advocate who discussed 
the many ways she and her staff connect residents to millions of dollars they 
have coming every year from insurance claims that just can't seem to get 
resolved. At no cost, the office of the OHA helps residents understand what 
options they have, how to get and fight for healthcare coverage, including 
coverage for mental health or substance use treatment, and to make sure they 
get coverage required for those healthcare needs. 

10-26-14 
7:02am 

16m 

HHS 
National MS 
Society 

What are the latest developments in Multiple Sclerosis research? 
Our program reached out to more than 6,000 people in Connecticut living with 
MS with guests from The Connecticut Chapter of the National MS Society - 
introducing them to one of the state's most prominent MS researchers who 
talked about some cutting-edge research work that was first funded by the 
National MS Society. Unlocking the cause for auto-immune diseases like 
Mutiple Sclerosis has proved challenging, but millions in research funding from 
the National MS Society has led UConn researchers to discover a strong link 
that could affect treatment. Dr. Robert Clark talked about how he and his team 
are studying the role of gastro-intestinal bacteria in auto-immune diseases like 
Multiple Sclerosis, which attacks the central nervous system. 

10-26-14 
7:19am 

20m 

HHS 
LifeChoice 
Organ Donor 
Services 

Are there disparities between the number organ donors identifying as 
Caucasian versus Hispanic, Asian and those of other non-Caucasian 
heritage? 
Today the state faces a critical need for people from diverse communities to 
make the choice to donate life. So we introduced LifeChoice Organ Donor 
Services which is encouraging more minorities to register as organ, eye and 
tissue donors in our state, and we'll meet one of their heart transplant 
recipients.  

10-26-14 
7:42am 

16m 

**MISC 

Elections 
2014 
-  Secretary of 
the State 
Denise Merrill 

How is Connecticut accommodating individuals with new or enhanced 
opportunities to vote? 
Our program before Election Day welcomed CT Secretary of the State Denise 
Merrill to discuss the great success of her office's recently enacted on-line 
voter registration initiative. The Secretary also explained the reasons behind 

11-02-14 
7:02 
16m 



and ramifications of the single ballot question that voters will be asked to 
answer this election day. 

HHS / 
YAV 

CT Long-Term 
Care 
Partnership 

When should Connecticut residents begin examining long-term care 
insurance? 
This segment focused on the ramifications of Long-Term Care for Connecticut 
residents with the director of Connecticut's innovative long-term care 
partnership. He discussed how individuals in their 20s or 30s could benefit 
from learning about long-term care coverage to help protect themselves and 
their loved ones as they aged toward retirement. 

11-02-14 
7:19am 

20m 

HHS / 
YAV 

Fairfield 
University  - 
Video Game 
Addiction 

Is it possible to become addicted to video gaming? 
We previewed a breakfast talk at Fairfield University featuring a foremost 
authority on mental health and video or computer game addiction. We talked 
about the warning signs and how parents and caregivers can recognize and 
help mitigate a potential video game addiction with a young person they know. 

11-02-14 
7:42am 

16m 

HHS / 
YAV 

CHDI - Child 
Obesity Study 

Does any research exist pointing toward a genetic predisposition to obesity? 
Preventing obesity in early childhood and breaking the cycle of 
trans-generational transmission is a strong public health priority. So we 
touched base with Connecticut's Child Health and Development Institute to 
review its groundbreaking scientific report on the early determinants of child 
obesity and offered some tips to parents, or parents-to-be of children who 
have multi-generational evidence of obesity in their families. 

11-09-14 
7:02am 

16m 

HHS NAMI CT 

What kind of resources are available for individuals and family members 
living with mental health issues in Connecticut? 
We checked in with a panel from NAMI Connecticut - for over 30 years, NAMI 
CT has been there with support, education and advocacy for family members, 
people living with mental health challenges and Connecticut's communities. 
Our guests discussed NAMIs variety of programs, outreach and legislative 
advocacy on behalf of Connecticut residents and families struggling and living 
with mental health concerns. We discussed expanded healthcare opportunities 
for mental health conditions under the Affordable Healthcare Act, and 
promoted its Family to Family program. 

11-09-14 
7:19am 

20m 

HHS 

Diabetes 
Awareness 
Day - St. 
Francis 
Hospital 

Are there any companies in the state stepping up to help educate their 
workforces about diabetes and how to prevent it? 
Since November 14 was Diabetes Awareness Day - we closed our program 
taking a look at how Hartford's St. Francis Hospital is identifying staffers at risk 
for Type 2 Diabetes, and providing evidenced based lifestyle modification 
programs to help prevent then from developing this life-changing and 
life-threatening health condition. Saint Francis had received national 
recognition for 'Excellence in Diabetes Education' from the American Diabetes 
Association for this innovative medical education program that welcomed 
residents, physicians and staff. 

11-09-14 
7:42am 

16m 

HHS/  
YAV 

Special 
Report - Safe 
Kids CT 

How are Connecticut's public safety and emergency response agencies 
staying on top of issues affecting the state's children? 
This special report collected a number of segments taped at the recent Safe 
Kids Connecticut Injury Prevention Conference in Hartford. We visited with 
some of the conference guests, and passed along some critical - possibly life 
saving information about poisoning and burn prevention; we chatted with the 
'Dr. Alisa Baer - the Car Seat Lady; and sat down for an extended 
conversation with Dr. David Strayer, author of a groundbreaking study on 
distracted driving which is causing many traffic crashes and teen deaths in the 
state. 

11-16-14 
7:02 am 
52 min 

HHS / 
YAV 

Channel 3 
Kids Camp 

Where does the money raised from Connecticut's large-scale holiday lighting 
displays go? 

11-23-14 
7:02am 

16m 



This first of two pre-holiday segments invited listeners to get into the spirit by 
helping agencies that serve folks across Connecticut. We opened focusing on 
Hartford's Holiday Light Fantasia benefiting the Channel 3 Kids Camp, with an 
organizer of the festival who also serves as a volunteer at this special camp 
for disadvantaged inner-city children. The charity provides fun year-round 
opportunities to children of all abilities, families, & communities through 
educational & recreational programs that promote diversity, acceptance and 
environmental appreciation. 

HHS 

Epilepsy 
Month - Pt.1 
CT Epilepsy 
Advocate / 
Realm of 
Caring 

Is Connecticut looking into making cannabis-based therapeutic products 
available to individuals suffering with Epilepsy? 
This first of two annual Epilepsy Awareness Month segments welcomed 
Connecticut's Epilepsy Advocate, and introduced as state resident who 
currently runs Colorado's Realm of Caring - an agency looking to bring relief to 
thousands of Connecticut's children and adults suffering from intractable 
epilepsy as well as Cancer, MS, HIV/AIDS, Epilepsy, Parkinson’s, among 
many other debilitating conditions through the use of concentrated medicinal 
cannabis oil (Realm oil).  

11-23-14 
7:19am 

20m 

HHS 
Easter Seals 
Goodwill 
Industries 

Where does the money go that is raised from some of Connecticut's 
large-scale holiday lighting displays? 
This second of two segments invited listeners to the Fantasy of Lights at 
Lighthouse Park in New Haven benefiting Easter Seals Goodwill Industries. 
We also spoke to an agency representative about how funds raised through 
the holiday program go directly toward supporting programs for the regions 
disabled youth and adults, their employment center and network of retail 
stores that use clients to process donations as well as to stock and staff the 
retail locations. 

11-23-14 
7:42am 

16m 

HHS / 
YAV 

Boys & Girls 
Village 

Where are some of the state's most challenged young people going to 
continue their education, while transitioning into foster or adoptive families? 
We welcomed back Boys & Girls Village - one of Connecticut's leading 
providers of behavioral health, educational and permanency planning services 
for at risk youth and their families. We chatted with the agency's president 
about how Boys & Girls Village programs give some of the state's most 
vulnerable children and families the opportunity to heal, learn and grow. 

11-30-14 
7:02am 

14m 

ED / YAV Harmony4kidz 

How are large cities working cooperatively to bring music programs to 
schools that can't provide them due to budgetary constraints? 
We checked in with Harmony4kidz, a grassroots movement in southern 
Connecticut connecting young children and teens to the joy of learning how to 
play a musical instrument, and we invited listeners to an upcoming fundraiser 
at the Fairfield Theatre Company to benefit the Harmony4Kidz initiative. 

11-30-14 
7:16am 

12m 

HHS 

Epilepsy 
Month - Pt. 2 
Charlotte's 
Web 

Is it true there is a non-intoxicating cannabis derivative that is bringing relief 
to the most affected individuals with intractable epilepsy? 
We concluded our National Epilepsy Awareness Month coverage focusing a 
bit more on breakthroughs treating intractable epilepsy with a non intoxicating 
hemp oil called Charlotte's Web - and we introduced a former state resident 
and talked about how her Colorado organization is hoping to bring distribution 
of the supplement to our state next year. 

11-30-14 
7:30am 

12m 

EWC /  
ED 

Junior 
Achievement 

Does Junior Achievement curriculum still keep up with the demands of a 
21st Century workforce? 
Our program highlighted Junior Achievement which is going stong in 2014 
across Connecticut helping train and equip the state's next generation of 
business professionals, inventors and entrepreneurs. We discussed how JA 
can use volunteer help bringing their leadership programs to a schools across 

11-30-14 
7:43am 

14m 



Connecticut in 2015, as well as the high-tech and state-of-the-art business 
initiatives they are helping young people design, build and promote.  

HHS / 
YAV 

National 
League of 
POW/MIA 
Families 

Is it true that Connecticut has an abnormally disproportionate number of 
homeless veterans? 
Our guest - the Connecticut State Coordinator for the National League of 
POW/MIA Families - appeared to talk about why Connecticut has the second 
highest population of homeless veterans in the nation. He discussed the 
continuing efforts to address this problem, as well as efforts to establish 
veteran outreach agencies in all of the state's 169 cities and towns. 

12-07-14 
7:02am 

16m 

EWC 
Connecticut 
BBB 

How are consumers responding to data breaches and scams preying on 
shoppers and travelers this holiday season? 
Our source at CT Better Business Bureau discussed several of the latest 
consumer warnings and helped orient listeners on scams and other 
unscrupulous practices lurking around many corners this holiday season. We 
talked about how the onset of Holiday Creep took the wind out of Black Friday 
retail sales; technology becoming available to protect consumers as they shop 
with credit cards; warned about hidden and unwanted travel-related fees; and 
went searching for for the reason why so many holiday product rebates have 
all but disappeared. 

12-07-14 
7:19am 

20m 

EWC / PS 
/ YAV 

ConnPIRG - 
2014 'Trouble 
in Toyland' 
Report 

What are the most dangerous toys on Connecticut retail shelves this holiday 
season? 
We featured our annual visit with ConnPIRG the state's public interest 
research group reviewing their 2014 'Trouble in Toyland' report - to help warn 
state gift buyers about the most dangerous and potentially harmful, even 
deadly toys on their holiday gift list.  

12-07-14 
7:42am 

16m 

ED 
Go Back to 
Get Ahead 

How has the new program offering returning state university students free 
courses been going? 
After helping launch the program back in the spring, we touched base with an 
organizer for Connecticut's Go Back to Get Ahead program. Go Back to Get 
Ahead, is available to qualified Connecticut residents and state college and 
university students and allows students to go back to school and be eligible for 
up to THREE free 3-credit courses. We learned the initiative still had enough 
funding to assist another 500 individuals hoping to return to college and 
complete their education. 

12-14-14 
7:02am 

16m 

HHS / 
YAV 

The Avielle 
Foundation 

What are some of the ways immediate survivors of the Sandy Hook School 
tragedy are recovering? 
On the second anniversary of the tragic Sandy Hook School tragedy, we 
spoke with surviving parent Dr Jeremy Richman about how he is honoring his 
late daughter through The Avielle Foundation - with a goal to prevent violence 
by fostering brain health research, education, and policy; while promoting 
community development, engagement, and responsibility. 

12-14-14 
7:19am 

20m 

HHS 

Saint Francis 
Behavioral 
Health Group 
- Holiday 
Depression 

Is it true that a lot more people in the state become more clinically 
depressed during the end-of-year holidays? 
We utilized this segment to tackle a tough subject that affects so many more 
people in Connecticut as the year ends - holiday depression. We chatted with 
a representative from Saint Francis Behavioral Health Group about holiday 
season depression, how to recognize it, and what to do to mitigate it. 

12-14-14 
7:42am 

16m 

EWC 
Encore! 
Hartford 

How do private sector executives learn to transition to similar leadership 
roles in Connecticut's nonprofit sector? 
We helped introduce Encore!Hartford - a two-month, 30-hour per week 
fellowship in the Greater Hartford and Fairfield County areas, that fast tracks 
unemployed executives into leadership positions with state nonprofits. We 

12-21-14 
7:02am 

16m 



heard from a program organizer and promoted registration for the next 
Encore!Hartford class before its mid-January application deadline. 

ENV /  
ED 

CT DEEP 
GreenCircle 
Award 

Is the state still recognizing citizens and organizations that are promoting 
environmental protection and preservation? 
Since the CT DEEP launched its GreenCircle Award Program 16 years ago, 
approximately 1,085 individuals, businesses, schools and organizations have 
been recognized for making a real difference in preserving natural resources 
and protecting the quality of the state's air, water and lands. In this segment, 
we took a look a number of Connecticut's latest GreenCircle honorees. 

12-21-14 
7:19am 

20m 

ENV /  
ED 

Yale School of 
Forestry & 
Environmental 
Studies 

Where do Americans really stand on the threat of global warming? 
We featured a representative from the Yale School of Forestry & 
Environmental Studies (F&ES) which just released initial findings from its first 
environmental poll, whose results indicate that most Americans want the 
United States to take a leadership role in combating global warming. Or guest 
also de-bunked a number of theories being promoted by individuals who reject 
the notion that global warming is occurring. 

12-21-14 
7:42am 

16m 

EWC / 
YAV 

Veterans 
Services at 
Middlesex & 
Norwalk 
Community 
Colleges 

Why should veterans consider continuing their education first instead of 
immediately entering the workforce after an active service discharge? 
We're opened our last program of the year highlighting the unique and 
user-friendly opportunities available to veterans in a chat with Veterans 
Services officials from Middlesex and Norwalk Community Colleges. These 
representatives spoke candidly about the challenges facing returning and 
unemployed veterans and discussed how they are uniquely positioned to help 
with transitions from armed service back to school, because they were vets 
themselves.  

12-28-14 
7:02am 

16m 

HHS / 
YAV 

Operation 
Fuel 

Does going cold have similar effects on Connecticut children as going 
hungry? 
As the winter heating season ramped up, we visited with Operation Fuel, and 
talked with an economist and author of a new study highlighting the social 
costs for families who have to endure Connecticut winters in the cold, because 
they can't afford the state's extreme energy costs. According to the 2013 
American Community Survey, Connecticut had more than 305,000 households 
with income at or below 200% of the Federal Poverty Level. As a result, we 
learned that home energy in Connecticut was not affordable for a substantial 
part of our low-income population in 2014.  

12-28-14 
7:19am 

20m 

HHS 
CHDI - 
Maternal 
Depression 

How long should post-partum depression last after a child is born? 
This segment focused on a prevalent but infrequently discussed issue - 
maternal depression with an expert who authored a recently released study on 
the condition for the Child Health and Development Institute of Connecticut. 
We defined the difference between normal postpartum baby blues, and clinical 
maternal depression, a serious medical condition that can affect the critical 
early development between mother and child, and how to respond.  

12-28-14 
7:42am 

16m 

 

 


